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ABSTRACT
The increase of the average lifetime and the consequent population ageing is a growing reality in
many countries, mainly due to the healthcares advancements and to the better living conditions in
general. Portugal is not an exception and the need for long-term care services and their financing is
raising. Reverse mortgages were originally conceived to assist retirees with limited income, to use
their accumulated real wealth to cover daily living expenses and/or pay for health care. Considering
the low-income level of most Portuguese retirees and the comparatively high levels of home
ownership, the aim of this paper is to discuss the valuation of standard reverse mortgages contracts
in Portugal using a stochastic approach for both biometric and financial risk factors. A vector
autoregressive model is used to simulate the joint dynamics of economic variables like house price
index, gross domestic product, consumer price index, mortgage rates and euro area yields. A
stochastic mortality model (Poisson Lee-Carter age-period model) is used to project future mortality
rates and to derive dynamic lifetables projections for the Portuguese population. All these results are
used to calculate the reverse mortgage model and simulate results in different scenarios considering
changes in relevant variables: initial borrower's age, initial house price, mortality rates, borrowing
ratio, loan to value percentage and interest rate on the loan. The expected payoffs are compared.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increase of the average lifetime and the consequent population ageing is a growing reality
in many countries, mainly due to the healthcares advancements and to the better living
conditions in general. However, the old age dependency level has been increasing and the
monetary resources are not always enough to cover the healthcare expenses and/or to keep
the same quality of life level (Vaz, 2014).
With the above mentioned in mind, many retirement products have been developed to
address pensioners' risk of outliving their savings: life annuities, term annuities, lifetime
phased withdrawals, lump sums or self-annuitization, just to name a few (Rocha et al., 2011).
However all these products require that the retirees have financial liquid assets so that they
can buy them.
Furthermore, many countries have high shares of house ownership among people with 65
years old or more. In 2013, according to the European Commission and to the Social Protection
Committee, the European average of home ownership was 77%.
It is in this context of an old age population that is "house rich cash poor" that the financial
institutions start to find adequate the commercialization of Reverse Mortgages (RM), also
known as Lifetime Mortgages. A RM is the opposite of a typical mortgage, i.e., the
homeowners receive a loan that corresponds to a fraction of the property's equity that is
mainly calculated considering borrower's age and home's value. The loan can be delivered in
the form of a Lump Sum (LS), regular payments, a line of credit or a combination of all three.
The householder is entitled to live in his house until death or permanent move-out and, at that
time, the heirs can pay the loan and get the house back, or the lender will execute the
mortgage (Alai et al., 2013). This product has its origin in the United States but nowadays it can
be found in many countries including Australia, Canada, Ireland, Japan, Spain and the United
Kingdom.
During the last years many authors have been studying the applicability of this product. Débon
Aucejo et al. (2013) studied the RM in the Spanish context using dynamic tables built for
Spanish mortality. Davidoff & Welke (2007), Chen et al. (2010), Sherris et al. (2010), Alai et al.
(2013) and Cho et al. (2013) discuss the many types of risks this product brings to the lenders
(e.g. interest rate risk, inflation risk, house price risk, longevity risk).
Even though the RM is not yet developed in the Portuguese markets, in Martins (2011) we can
find a brief description about the risks involved in a possible implementation of the product in
Portugal and, more recently, Vaz (2014) analyses some relevant statistical indicators for this
same implementation: population ageing indexes, old age dependency level, longevity,
disposable income for the elderly and the average housing costs for Portuguese families. In
this work we can also find a deterministic simulator that estimates the regular income stream
to be received by the borrower. In both cases, the authors discuss how the RM product was
implemented in some of the countries where it has already conquered a good share of the
market.
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This study extends the growing, but still few, literature on RM Portuguese market (see, e.g.,
Martins, 2011; Vaz, 2014). Considering the low-income level of most Portuguese retirees and
the comparatively high level of home ownership, the aim of this paper is to discuss the
valuation of standard RM contracts in Portugal.
If present trends continue and projected scenarios are confirmed, most Portuguese
households working today will face a significant retirement funding gap. Projected public
pension schemes deficits are expected to increase and replacement rates have been declining
significantly as a result of parametric reforms in pension schemes. Portuguese public finance
deficits are one of the highest public debt ratios in Europe. The implicit debt in pension
schemes is estimated to more than 150% of annual GDP using an optimistic discount rate
(Bravo et al., 2012, 2013, 2014). This study discusses whether RM can be used to fill at least
some of the estimated retiree’s income gap.
Considering the high share of householders in Portugal and the quickly ageing of its population
combined with the financial and structural problems in the social security system, we will
understand that Portugal is a good candidate to develop this business, allowing the borrowers
to recover and/or to reinforce their financial autonomy. And, it is because of all these motives
that this study tries to explain and to analyse some of the risks involved in a Portuguese RM
contract, aiming a near start of its broad commercialization.
The probability of loan's termination is one of the risks involved in this type of contracts
because, from the lender's perspective, delayed termination results impact profits as these
depend on financial and economic markets. RM contract termination can be triggered by
borrower's death or move-out, and both depend on many factors like borrower's health or
social status. Since we could not find data about elderly move-out rates in Portugal, in this
study we will only model mortality rates. Following Bravo (2008), we adopt a stochastic
mortality model (Poisson Lee-Carter age-period model) to project future mortality rates and to
derive dynamic lifetables projections for the Portuguese population. This model is known for
its good results, simplicity and easy interpretation of parameters (Lee, 2000; Booth et al.,
2002). As stated in Coelho et al. (2010), this method "combines a demographic model,
describing the historical change in mortality, a method for fitting the model and a time series
model for the time component which is used for forecasting".
Besides termination risk, equity release products are also exposed to house price risk,
mortgage rate risk and interest rate risk. Macroeconomic variables like gross domestic product
(GDP) and consumer price index (CPI) also influence the dynamics of the three mentioned risks
(see, for example, Abraham & Hendershott, 1994; Muellbauer & Murphy, 1997). Therefore, to
capture the linear correlations in a multivariate time series system, we use a vector
autoregressive (VAR) model to jointly model and project house price indexes (HPI), mortgage
rates, interest rates, CPI and GDP like previously done in Alai et al. (2013).
Cash flows and actuarial present value of the lender's net payoff for LS RM, are calculated in
different scenarios where the initial borrower's age, the initial house price, mortality rates,
borrowing ratio, loan to value percentage and interest rate on the loan change.
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We find that borrower's age at the beginning of the contract, as well as the mortality
improvements, play a very important role on product's profitability. Results show that for
younger borrowers the profits are higher and that higher longevity rates allow property's value
to appreciate but also imply higher financing costs for the lender. These results were produced
under a financial context of low interest rates, so the model is very sensitive to shocks on loan
interest rates since the mortgages rates and house appreciation do not change by the same
amount. In all tested scenarios, LS RM contracts are expected to be profitable. Providers would
only incur in loss in extreme scenarios, like in a real estate market collapse. However, lenders
should always hold capital to face this risk.
Our results and literature review evidence the importance of offering these kind of financial
products to ageing populations, like the Portuguese one. Both homeowners and investors
would take advantages from this if the market development was stimulated by providing
appropriate regulation and financial literacy to the consumers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces Portugal's
demographic data and financial situation; section 3 presents the RM concept, the different
types of contracts and describes their cash flows; section 4 sets out the RM LS pricing
framework; section 5 reports the results; section 6 addresses our conclusions.
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2. PORTUGAL: DEMOGRAPHIC DATA AND FINANCIAL SITUATION
As mentioned previously, the global ageing is affecting many countries and Portugal is not an
exception. In 2013, according to Statistics Portugal, the life expectancy at birth was 83.0 years
old for women and 77.2 for men, and a forecast for 2060 (based on 2012 data) estimated an
increase to 89.88 years old for women and to 84.21 for men. The most recent data, from 2016,
shows a life expectancy of 20.73 years for women and of 17.44 years for men at age 65.
Last Census data (collected in 2011) reveals that 19% of the total population is 65 years old or
older, 60% of them live alone or exclusively accompanied by other old age people and 1 5 of
the occupied residences in Portugal are solely inhabited by old age people. This data collection
also demonstrates that the proportion of conventional dwellings that are owned by its own
inhabitants is 73.24% and that its average useful area is 109 m2. Moreover, in May 2017 the
average value from bank evaluation of living quarters in Portugal was 1,111€/m2, as reported
by Statistics Portugal.
The Inquérito à Situação Financeira das Famílias (2012), a joint data collection of Bank of
Portugal and Statistics Portugal made in 2010, revealed that non-financial assets in
households’ assets represented 87.5% and the value of the household main residence
corresponds to 54.6% of the total value of non financial assets, which points out the
supremacy of a "brick-and-mortar saving account" for most families.
Regarding the financial situation of the Portuguese families, PORDATA shares that even though
the average old age pension has been increasing 4 (5.002,70€/year in 2015), the final
consumption expenditure in total of disposable income of families has also been increasing: in
1995 it was 90.8% and in 2014 it was 100.7%. Furthermore, according to Bank of Portugal's
data, in the fourth quarter of 2016, Portugal had one of the lowest households liquid saving
rates since 1999: 4.4% of the disposable income. The highest rate ever was registered in the
second quarter of 1999 and it was 14.9%. It is also important to highlight that a study made by
Alexandre et al. (2011) stated that in 2011, 90% of household's savings were generated by only
20% of the families.
Portugal has in recent years implemented several parametric pension reforms to cope with
broken public finances and to strengthen the financial sustainability of pension systems by
tightening eligibility and decreasing benefits (including nominal pension benefits during the
Troika adjustment program). This has led to considerable decreases in the projected pension
generosity over the coming decades. The benefit ratio of public (earnings related) pensions is
expected to decline 15.8% in the forthcoming decades, from 59.3% in 2013 to only 43.4% in
2060 (European Comission, 2015). The projected decline in the public pension replacement
rate between 2013 and 2060 is also massive, reaching only 30.7% in 2060. Reform measures
tried to address mostly the fiscal sustainability concerns of pension systems. Social or political
sustainability challenges were in most cases not considered and will emerge in countries like
Portugal with a steep reduction in the generosity of pensions. Pension adequacy problems will
be significant in the future (Bravo et al., 2013, 2014; Bravo, 2017).
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2015 was the first year where a decrease in the average old pension was registered.
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According to "Reforma das pensões: há soluções técnicas, não há solução política" by Corrêa
de Aguiar (2015), besides the dangerous Portuguese demographic prognosis, financial and
structural problems of the social security system have been causing a quickly decrease in
taxpayers and beneficiaries' trust, but only 5.5% has occupational pension plans and 3.3%
possesses voluntary private pension savings. In the same year, the European Commission
along with the Social Protection Committee documented that, in 2013, 14.3% of the
Portuguese householders aged 65 or more were at risk of poverty (against an European
average of 13.1%5). Furthermore, the Portuguese share of financial assets6 on total gross
assets for people with 65-74 years old is 12.2% and with 75+ years old is 15.5% (the average in
Europe is 17.8% and 22.0%, respectively7).
Considering all these numbers and facts we realize that the reinforcement of the pensions
system's third pillar has urged. Besides, with such an high rate of conventional dwellings that
are owned by its own inhabitants, the development of Equity Release schemes in Portugal has
all the necessary demographic and financial conditions to be successful.
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Considers the data from 28 Member States: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxemburg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and
United Kingdom.
6
"Financial assets thereby include deposits (sight and saving accounts), mutual funds, bonds, shares,
money owed to the households, value of voluntary pension plans and whole life insurance policies of
household members and other financial assets item - which includes private non-self-employment
businesses, assets in managed accounts and other types of financial assets." Source: European
Commission (DG EMPL) and Social Protection Committee (SPC WG-AGE) (2015). The 2015 Pension
Adequacy Report: current and future income adequacy in old age in the EU. Volume I. Luxembourg:
Publications Office of the European Union.
7
Considers the data from 15 Member States: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain.
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3. REVERSE MORTGAGE
3.1. THE CONCEPT
As stated in Reifner et al. (2007), an Equity Release scheme is the transformation of an owner
occupied dwelling into cash for private retirement pensions while the owner can continue to
live in it. These schemes can be offered as a:
•

•

Loan Model: consists on the provision of a loan to be paid once the dwelling is sold out
or once it is paid by the heirs in case they decide to keep the house for them. This
model is also known by RM or by Lifetime Mortgage.
Sale Model: implies the immediate sale of the property but the householder keeps the
right to live in there until his death or permanent move-out.

This work will only address the study of the Loan Model which from now on will be referred to
as RM. The description below corresponds to a general overview about the product, but
different features may be found in the market.
According to Cho et al. (2013), Débon Aucejo & Montes (2013) and Shao et al. (2014), under a
RM scheme the borrower (which can be a single person or a couple) continues to live in his
home and the lender advances cash and takes a mortgage over the property8. As so, over the
years, the householder's equity in the house will continue to decrease as the interest
accumulates and, implicitly, the same will happen to his legacy. This loan can be delivered in
the form of a LS, an income stream, a line of credit or a combination of all three, and the
agreed interest rates can be fixed or variable. Its maximum amount calculation is based on
borrower's age and gender and on dwelling's value. Usually, early payments or refinancing are
allowed, but with the drawback of having to pay penalty charges.
When the borrower dies or decides to permanently move-out, the contract finishes and at that
time the loan and the accumulated interest is paid by the heirs, if they choose to keep the
house, or with the property sale proceeds. If the sale proceeds exceed the outstanding loan
amount plus transaction costs, the remaining goes to the borrower's heritage but, if on the
contrary the sale proceeds do not cover the whole debt (known as "cross-over risk"), typically,
neither the borrower or the heirs have to pay the difference because these contracts are nonrecourse, so the lender is responsible for the shortfalls and the heirs are protected from the
downside risk in future house prices. Some regulators even require a clause contract stating
the "No Negative Equity Guarantee" (NNEG), which means that no other asset besides the
property needs to be provided to pay the loan amount. This guarantee is subject to the
borrower's commitment of doing a proper maintenance of the dwelling and to take care of all
expenses with the property.

Despite of all the forms that a RM contract can assume, it always carries interrelated risks to
the product's provider:
8

The contract will only be celebrated if there are no mortgages on the house. In case it exists, it should
be a residual amount so that it can be amortized in the loan or immediately paid by the borrower.
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•
•
•

Interest rate risk;
House price risk;
Termination risk.

Additionally, if the borrower opts for an agreement that pays an inflation-indexed income
stream instead of fixed payments, then the provider is also vulnerable to the inflation rate risk.
To better understand the interrelationship of all these risks, suppose that a contract finishes
later than the expected and that the economy is experiencing an environment of high interest
rates: the probability of cross-over risk increases in these kind of situations, especially if the
house prices are declining and/or if the contract implies regular inflation-indexed payments
during a period of high inflation rates.
As pointed out above, the contract establishes that the maintenance of the house is a
borrower's duty. This topic is faced as a risk for the lender but it will not be discussed in this
document. For further detail please refer to Miceli & Sirmans (1994), Chinloy & Megbolugbe
(1994), Shiller & Weiss (2000) or Davidoff & Welke (2007).
It is also important to underline that RM contracts also carry some costs and disadvantages for
the borrower. Usually, it is subject to higher interest rates when compared to other mortgage
products and some fees are charged at the contract's setup, during and at its termination.
Also, the maintenance of the dwelling must be done as required by the lender, all outgoings
are paid by the householder (including insurance) and he cannot leave the property for more
than 6-12 months without permission nor have non-approved residents. Selling, leasing and
renovating activities are also subject to lender's approval.

3.2. REVERSE MORTGAGE CASH FLOWS
This section describes in detail the cash flows of a RM contract structure as considered in Cho
et al. (2013).
We model the cash flows on a quarterly basis and consider that the contracts are nonrecourse, i.e., they require the NNEG.

3.2.1. Lump Sum Reverse Mortgages
For RM that pay out the whole loan amount at the beginning of the contract, we can state the
following:
=
=

exp

(1)
+

(2)
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where
is the LS payment made to the borrower,
is the outstanding loan amount at
time and and stand for the variable mortgage rate and the risk-adjusted premium rate
for the NNEG, by which the loan balance increases each quarter, respectively.
Lender's financing cost for a LS RM loan at time is given by:
=

exp

where is the borrowing ratio and
accumulates.

+ 1−

(3)

is the short rate at which the borrowed capital

The expected present value of the lender's net payoff from the LS RM is given by:
=

$%!%

#
!,

&min

exp −

, 1−* + −

,

(4)

#
where - is the maximum attainable age of the borrower, !,
is the probability of the loan
termination for a borrower initially aged ., * represents the assumed proportional transaction
cost of selling the house and + stands for the value of the property at time .

This payoff is only received at loan termination (at time /) and it cannot exceed the property's
sale proceeds. As mentioned before, / is determined by borrower's health condition and
prepayment or by refinancing decisions, so it is random.

3.2.2. Income Stream Reverse Mortgages
This type of RM pays regular amounts to the borrower until contract's termination. These
amounts can be fixed or inflation-indexed.
The loan amount is very low at the beginning of the contract and increases over time according
to the accrued variable mortgage rate ( ), the risk-adjusted premium rate for the NNEG ( )
and each new payment made by the lender to the borrower.
In order to compare the payments made to the borrower in a LS RM and in an income stream
RM with fixed payments we can have a look at equation (5):

where

0

=

0

$%!%

#
1!,
exp 2−

3

(5)

#
represents the quarterly income payments, 1!,
is the probability that the RM loan

is in-force at year and

is the quarterly zero-coupon yield for maturity at time 0.

If instead of fixed payments we have inflation-indexed payments, then equation (5) is
transformed into the following one:
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=

$%!%

00

#
1!,
exp −

+

4 ln

6

(6)

where 00 represents the quarterly income inflation-indexed payments, 4 ln
quarterly inflation rate at time 7 and 6 is the consumer price index.

6 is the

The outstanding loan amount at time is:
=

0

00

=

exp 8

0

exp 8

00

9

+

9

+ :

9

9

+ 4 ln

(7)

69 :

(8)

where 0 represents the outstanding loan balance for fixed income stream RM at time and
00
represents the outstanding loan balance for inflation-indexed income stream RM at time .
Lender's financing cost at time is given by:
0

=

0

exp 8

00

=

00

exp 8
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9

9
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0

9
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00

(9)

( 10 )

The expected present value of the lender's net payoff from the income stream RM is:
0

00

=
=

$%!%

$%!%

#
!,

exp −

&min

0

, 1−* + −

0

#
!,

exp −

&min

00

, 1−* + −

00

,

( 11 )

,

( 12 )

Just like in the LS RM, this payoff is only paid at loan termination and it cannot exceed the
property's sale proceeds because of the NNEG.
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3.2.3. Pricing the Non Negative Equity Guarantee
The NNEG limits the loan repayment to the property's sale proceeds. Therefore it comes that:
;; <= = max

=

− 1 − * += , 0

( 13 )

where ;; <= is lender's net payoff from the NNEG at maturity, = is the outstanding loan
amount at maturity, += stands for the property's value at maturity and * represents the
assumed proportional transaction cost of selling the property.
The expected present value of the NNEG is:
;; =

$%!%

@ ,+ ,

, , A, *, , BC

#
!,

( 14 )

Just like the Institute of Actuaries (2005) and Ji (2011), we will assume that the house prices
, + , E , , A, *, , B , which is the value
follow a geometric Brownian motion9. Therefore,
of a put option, can be calculated by the standard Black-Scholes put option formula:
F

I

%GH @ J JLC
K
;

−4K − + 1 − * F

%M@ J JLC
K
;

−4

( 15 )

where
4 =

+ 1−*
log P
Q+P

−

BK
1
+ 2 Q @ + 2 + AC

1
BS + 2 + A

1
4K = 4 − BT + + A
2

( 16 )

( 17 )

and where A stands for the average time delay from the moment of home exit until its actual
sale, represents the continuously compounded house rental dividend yield and B is the
volatility of the asset, i.e., of the property price.
In this study we assume that the borrower is responsible for the costs of providing the NNEG.
These costs are applied to the loan amount and charged in the form of a quarterly premium at
a fixed rate but only paid at the termination of the contract. Its expected present value is
given by:

9

Li et al. (2010) discusses a more realist property price model but, for simplification purposes, this
aspect is not studied in this paper.
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U6 =

$%!%

#
V@ F GH C @F ∑YZ[ GY C 1!,
\
WH

H

I

( 18 )

The NNEG premium is calculated by setting ;; = U6 . As a result, the NNEG amount will
depend on the type of reverse mortgage contract: LS or income stream, since it depends on
how the loan balance accumulates.

3.3. REVERSE MORTGAGES AROUND THE WORLD
This product has already conquered a good market portion in some countries, including
Australia, Canada, Ireland, Japan, Spain, the United Kingdom (UK) and the United States of
America (USA), just to name a few.
For some countries, we summarize below the most relevant particularities of these contract
designs according to Vaz (2014). The following definitions should be considered to better
understand table 3.1:
•

Minimum age - minimum age to require a RM contract. Usually, if there is more than
one borrower (e.g. a couple) the age of the youngest should be considered;

•

Upper limit - maximum limit of the loan;

•

Lower limit - minimum limit of the loan;

•

NNEG? - is the lender required to offer the NNEG?;

•

Entities/Programs - entities or programs that offer special contract conditions or offer
counseling;

•

Others - any other particularity that we believe we should draw attention to.

Note that these criteria are valid for most cases but we can find variations.
If the chart is filled in with "-" it means we do not have information about it.
Detailed descriptions can be found in Alai et al. (2013), Herranz González (2006), Hosty et al.
(2008) and Chen et al. (2010) for RM contracts in Australia, Spain, UK and USA, respectively.
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Country

Australia

Canada

Spain

UK

USA

Minimum Age

60 to 65

55 or 62

around 70

62

62

Upper limit

45% of the loan-tovalue ratio

50% of the property
value (80% for some
exceptions dependent
on borrower's income)

-

-

-

Lower limit

7.000 - 8.000€

25% of the property
value

-

-

-

NNEG?

Yes.

Yes.

-

Yes.

-

Entities/Programs

Senior Australians
Equity Release
Association of Lenders
(SEQUAL)

Canadian Home
Income Reverse
Mortgage Plan (CHIP)

-

Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA)

Home Equity
Conversion Mortgage Federal Housing
Administration (HECM FHA)

Some lenders allow to
save part of the loan
for the heirs.

-

The market has many
products which are
similar to the broad
concept of RM (e.g.
Vivienda Pensión,
etc)10.

Others

Equity Release Council
(ERC)
-

-

Table 3.1 - RM contract particularities of contract designs around the world. Source: author’s preparation based on named references.
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For more information read Herranz González (2006).
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4. REVERSE MORTGAGE PRICING FRAMEWORK
4.1. STOCHASTIC MORTALITY MODEL
In 1992 the Lee-Carter method was proposed by Lee and Carter to obtain dynamic lifetables
and since then it has been used by many authors to study the mortality in some countries,
such as Australia (Booth & Tickle, 2003), Austria (Carter & Prkawetz, 2001), Belgium (Brouhns
et al., 2002), Canada (Lee & Nault, 1993), Chile (Lee & Rofman, 1994), England and Wales
(Renshaw & Haberman, 2003), Japan (Wilmoth, 1996), Portugal (Bravo, 2008) and Spain
(Guillen & Vidiella-i-Anguera, 2005; Debón et al., 2008). It is known for its good results,
simplicity and easy interpretation of parameters (Lee, 2000; Booth et al., 2002). As stated in
Coelho et al. (2010), this method "combines a demographic model, describing the historical
change in mortality, a method for fitting the model and a time series model for the time
component which is used for forecasting".
The model is given by the following function:
]!, = exp^_! + `! a + b!, c

⇔ ln^]!, c = _! + `! a + b!,

( 19 )
( 20 )

where ]!, represents the central mortality rate at age . and at year , _! is a vector of age
specific constants to describe the overall pattern of mortality by age, `! is a vector of age
specific constants to describe the overall pattern of deviations from the general level of
mortality over time, i.e., when a varies, a represents the trend of mortality in the studied
period and b!, is the residual term with average 0 and variance BeK that reflects historical
fluctuations at particular ages that are not captured by the model.
The method requires the following two constraints in order to get one single solution:
!fgh
! !fij
fgh
fij

`! = 1

( 21 )

a =0

( 22 )

And as a result of (21) and (22), _! is the average of ln^]!, c over time.

The least-squares estimation via singular value decomposition of the ln^]!, c matrix is the
main statistical tool of Lee & Carter (1992) and, in order to match the fitted deaths with the
total deaths observed in each year, they included an adjustment to the estimated a . The
authors assume that _! and `! are constants throughout time and predict a values using a
standard ARIMA univariate time series model.
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Among the disadvantages, Lee-Carter method is criticized for considering that residual terms
b!, follow a normal distribution with constant variance, which does not correspond to the
reality because the observed mortality rate's logarithm varies much more at older ages (see,
for example, Booth and Tickle, 2008; Lee and Miller, 2001).
In Brounhs et al. (2002) the authors overcame this by developing a different approach to
mortality forecasting based on heteroskedastic Poisson error structures: Poisson-Lee-Carter
model. This model replaces the ordinary least-squares by Poisson regression for the death
counts and estimates model parameters by maximizing a Poisson log-likelihood11.
Poisson Lee-Carter Model assumes "that the age-specific forces of mortality are constant
within bands of age and time (...) but allowed to vary from one band to the next" (Coelho et
al., 2010), i.e.:
k!Jl,

Jm

= k!,

,

0≤o , p<1

( 23 )

where . represents the age and the calendar year. This assumption allows us to estimate
k!, :
k!, = ]!, =

r!,
!,

( 24 )

where r!, represents the number of deaths at age . and year , and
exposed to risk at age . and year .

!,

those who are

Brounhs et al. (2002) assumes that
r!, ~ t7uutv k!,

!,

( 25 )

with
k!, = exp _! + `! a

( 26 )

Thus, the log-bilinear structure for (26) is preserved and the assumptions on the error term b!,
have changed from a Normal law to a Poisson for 4!, . Parameters _! , `! and a are now
estimated by maximizing (27) but its interpretation is the same as before:
L _! , `! , a

=

!{|}
! !{Y~

{|}
{Y~

x4!, _! + `! a

−

!,

exp _! + `! a y + z

( 27 )

where z is a constant. Because of the presence of log-bilinear term `! a in (26), the model was
estimated using an algorithm developed by Goodman (1979) 12 . To guarantee that the
11
12

Details about its advantages can be found in Coelho et al. (2010).
Details about the procedure can be found in Brouhns et al. (2002).
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parameters _! , `! and a , generated by the log-likelihood function in (27), verify the model
constraints, a reparameterization of the model is needed. The age-sex-specific mortality rates
are forecasted using the time series methods described previously.
The death rates projected by the Poisson Lee-Carter model have an unsatisfactory asymptotic
behavior and some empirical studies on the Portuguese population conducted on this model
show a decrease on the mortality trend (i.e., on a• ) and higher deviations on the general level
of mortality over time (i.e., on `! ). Therefore, the extrapolation of a• by using time-series
methods with long term horizons will result on death rates close to zero:
lim exp^_‚! + `ƒ! a• c = 0

• →J•
9

( 28 )

with `! > 0 and finite _! . However, according to life science, this is very unlikely to happen to
the humanity and that is why we have the need to choose a reasonable upper limit to life span
when projecting mortality lifetables, which means we will have to admit that humans longevity
has natural limits.
Following this research started by Bourgeois-Pichat (1952), Bravo (2008) developed an
extension of the Poisson Lee-Carter model where there is a convergence of longevity
improvements. To incorporate a limit life table on the Poisson Lee-Carter model we need to
replace (25) by (29), where k!… † represents the instantaneous death rates and !… † the
probabilities of death corresponding to this limit lifetable
r!, ~ t7uutv

!,

…†
‡ˆ
k!,
+ k!,

( 29 )

with
‡ˆ
k!,
= exp _! + `! a

( 30 )

and the inevitable identification restrictions.
Again, with these assumptions, parameter estimates are given by maximizing the log-likelihood
function, using an iterative algorithm adapted from Goodman (1979). Lastly, to comply with
the identification constraints, the initial parameter estimates generated by the algorithm are
adjusted. Details about this procedure can be found in Bravo (2008).
At more advanced ages, the number of living individuals is significantly lower than at early
ages. This scarcity of data influences the estimated mortality rates causing big random
fluctuations and bringing unreliable results. Bad quality of data is also a cause for misleading
forecasts. To overcome this issue, during the construction of the tables, the crude estimations
were smoothed, and all fluctuations were removed.
Denuit & Goderniaux (2005) proposed a method to apply directly to crude death probabilities,
where, as a starting point, a maximum age for the life table must be defined. The following log-quadratic regression model is fitted by weighted-least squares to age-specific death
probabilities observed at oldest ages:
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ln ‚! = ‰ + Š. + z. K + b!

( 31 )

where b! follows a Normal distribution with average 0 and variance B K . Constraints (32) and
(33) have to be considered in equation (31). These will transform (31) into (34):
!fgh

=1

( 32 )

′!fgh = 0

K
ln ‚! = .Œ•Ž
− 2. .Œ•Ž + . K z + b!

( 33 )
,

b! ∼ ; 0, B K

( 34 )

The .Œ•Ž should be chosen according to the one that better describes the data. The
determination of the age from which the adjusted estimate is applied is one of the most
criticized aspects of this model. Denuit & Goderniaux (2005) suggest determining it so that in
the age range of [50, 85] the regression coefficient • K is maximized. It is also important to
avoid strong discontinuities between gross and adjusted mortality probabilities. Hence, one of
the recommendations is to replace initial estimates ‚! by a 5-year geometric average of the
death probabilities around ages . = . − 5, . − 4, ..., . + 4, . + 5.
For more details about the methodology used for the construction of prospective lifetables
refer to Bravo & Silva (2012).

4.1.1. Application to Portuguese Mortality Data
The Human Mortality Database website provides the observed number of deaths (by age and
year of death) and of the observed population size at December 31st of each year for the
Portuguese population, corresponding to the period 1940-2015 and a range of ages from 0 to
110. Due to some data issues in the data prior to 1981 (including considerable age heaping)
the analysed period is 1981-2015.
The crude death probabilities (

Ž,’ )

were obtained by doing:

Ž,’

= 1 − exp^]!, c

( 35 )

Figure 4.1 represents the mortality trend for the Portuguese population during 1981-2015. It
can be seen that there was a mortality decline at young ages due to infection diseases and also
at old ages, mainly due to medical advances.
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Figure 4.1 - Crude (logrates) mortality rate by age and by year for the whole Portuguese
population in the period 1981-2015 and ages 0-84. Source: author’s calculation.
After this analysis, the Poisson-Lee-Carter modeling was applied and parameters _! , `! and a
were estimated. Figure 4.2 plots their estimates for both male and female. _! , as expected
after the analysis of figure 4.1, shows high mortality rates at young ages and then, around age
9, it hits its minimum and after that it smoothly increases until older ages. Around age 20 the
graph illustrates a hump in the mortality rates. This hump can be explained by deaths caused
in accidents or suicides and some authors even call it "mortality hump" or "accident hump".
Parameter `! demonstrates that mortality trends for newborn and childhood ages are more
affected by changes over time due to the medical advances in infantile and juvenile cares.
After these ages it starts decreasing (but it is always positive) and between 50 and 80 years old
it is possible to observe the increase of deviations to the mortality pattern, which can be
explained by the rise in average lifetime. a estimation displays an apparently linear decrease
over the years, illustrating the decline of mortality rates between 1981 and 2015.
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Figure 4.2 - Estimations for _! , `! and a for the whole Portuguese population at ages 0-84.
Source: author’s calculation.
In order to identify, estimate and extrapolate the best ARIMA(1, 4, ) time series model for
indexes a , we used the auto.arima and forecast functions from the R forecast package
(Hyndman, 2016). These functions are expected to return the most appropriate ARIMA model
according to Akaike information criterion (AIC).
The general expression for an ARIMA(1, 4, ) is given by:

“ ” 1 − ” ˆ a• = 1 + • ” –

( 36 )

where ” is the backward shift operator, “ ” and • ” are polynomials in B with 1 and
degrees, respectively, and – is a white noise error term with variance B K .
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For Portuguese men, ARIMA (1, 1, 0) was identified as appropriate and for Portuguese women,
ARIMA (1, 1, 0) also turned out to be the best-suited model.
a• − a•

%

= “ ^a•

%

− a•

%K c +

–

( 37 )

Figure 4.3 displays the observed values of a , the projected a• and the corresponding 95% and
99% confidence interval forecasts, for both male and female. It showcases a decreasing trend
in the mortality rates of both genders for the next 50 years.

Figure 4.3 - Observed and projected values from ARIMA(1, 1, 0) with drift for a with 95% and
99% confidence level intervals for the whole Portuguese population. Source: author’s
calculation.

To extrapolate mortality rates of the oldest-old (i.e., people aged 80 or more) we followed
Denuit & Goderniaux (2005) suggestion. Therefore equation (34) was used considering
.Œ•Ž = 125 and 0 ≤ . ≤ 95 so that we could smooth data between ages 85 and 125.
The probability of death was projected until year 2075. For illustrative purposes, table 4.1
displays the expected lifetime results for some representative ages and generations. It
reinforces the idea of an increase in life expectancy from one generation to other.
Year of Birth / Age

65

75

85

95

1985

15.52

9.02

4.65

2.19

2005

18.03

10.73

5.50

2.50

2025

21.22

13.10

6.60

2.96

2045

23.58

14.89

7.57

3.37

2065

25.64

16.54

8.57

3.80

Table 4.1 - Life expectancy by age and cohort for the whole Portuguese population. Source:
author’s calculation.
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Summarily, these results show a continuous decline in mortality rates, especially at younger
ages.
For a more detailed analysis refer to Bravo (2010).

4.2. VAR MODEL
In order to jointly model and project future HPI, mortgage rates, interest rates, CPI and GDP a
VAR model is used. This kind of model intends to capture the linear correlations in a
multivariate time series system. Its flexibility and simplicity popularized the model.
The joint modeling of house prices indexes (which will help us to predict future property's sale
returns), mortgage rates and interest rates is especially important for variable interest rate
RM, because many studies confirm that these three variables are strongly correlated (Alai et
al., 2013). Furthermore, macroeconomic variables can also influence the dynamics of the three
above mentioned variables (see, for example, Abraham & Hendershott, 1994; Muellbauer &
Murphy, 1997) and that is why we included the GDP and the CPI in our VAR framework.
The raw data was accessed in August 2016 and is summarized in table 4.2. The longest period
available for all variables was January 2009 - March 2016, which is what is being used in this
study. Also, the frequency was different between variables, so we had to convert all daily and
monthly series into quarterly ones.
Variable

Definition

Source

Frequency

HPI

House Price Index

Stats Portugal

Quarterly

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

Stats Portugal

Quarterly

CPI

Consumer Price Index

Stats Portugal

Monthly

MR

Mortgage Rates

Stats Portugal

Monthly

r

Euro area yields for 30 years maturity

European Central Bank

Daily

Table 4.2 - VAR variables definition, source and frequency.

HPI, GPD and CPI were converted into continuously compounding quarterly growth rates to
keep consistency across all data set. In figure 4.4, we can see how our data progressed during
the 29 quarters studied.
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Figure 4.4 - Growth rates for HPI, GDP and CPI and of raw data for MR and r during the period
January 2009 - March 2016. Source: author’s calculation.

Correlations between variables were analysed and a correlation of 74% was found between
MR and r time series. To avoid issues of collinearity, it was decided not to include mortgage
rate time series in the VAR model. Thus, we can express our state variables vector as:
˜ = &ℎ , E , z , ,

( 38 )

Then we computed the multivariate Ljung-Box statistics for cross-correlation matrices using
function mq from R package MTS (Tsay, 2015). The results were according to the expectations:
p-values are close to 0 so it makes sense to use a multivariate model.
Afterwards, we tested stationarity with augmented Dicky-Fuller and Phillips-Perron unit root
tests (adf.test and pp.test functions from package tseries in R - Trapletti & LeBaron, 2017).
Even though the results were not conclusive (each test gave a different result for each variable
- only quarterly euro area yield rates are stationary in both tests), according to Enders (2015),
unless variables in question are not cointegrated, nonstationarity is not a problem with VAR.
He states that Sims (1980) and Sims et al. (1990) "recommend against differencing even if the
variables contain a unit root. They argued that the goal of a VAR analysis is to determine the
interrelationships among the variables, not to determine the parameter estimates. The main
argument against differencing is that it “throws away” information concerning the comovements in the data (such as the possibility of cointegrating relationships)". Thereby, to
keep consistency and avoid loss of information, we continued to fit the VAR model without any
kind of modifications on variables.
Our next step was to determine the lag length of our VAR model. First, we differentiated ˜
time series and then, with the help of functions VARorder and VARorderI from R package MTS
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(Tsay, 2015), we compared AIC, Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and Hannan-Quinn
criterion (HQC) results which can be seen in tables 4.3 and 4.4. The lag length was computed to
the maximum of 4 to avoid an overparameterization of the model.
Criteria / Lag Order

0

1

2

3

4

AIC

-2.3203 -3.6175 -3.7762

-3.6572 -6.0181*

BIC

-2.3203 -2.8562 -2.2537

-1.3734 -2.9730*

HQC

-2.3203 -3.3848 -3.3107

-2.9590 -5.0872*

Table 4.3 - Lag selection criterion according to R function VARorder (* indicates the lag order
chosen by the criterion). Source: author’s calculation.

Criteria / Lag Order

0

1

2

3

4

AIC

-2.2697

-3.6285

-3.4884

-3.2613

-5.2561*

BIC

-2.26974* -2.86056 -1.93995 -0.92102 -2.11467

HQC

-2.2697

-3.4001

-3.0425

-2.6122

-4.4227*

Table 4.4 - Lag selection criterion according to R function VARorderI (* indicates the lag order
chosen by the criterion). Source: author’s calculation.

From table 4.3, we can see that all three tests point to an optimal lag order of four and from
table 4.4 we see that only BIC suggests a lag order of one. As a result, we opted to fit a lag
order of four. The VAR (4) model is given by:
˜ = z+“ ˜

%

+ “K ˜ %K + “š ˜ %š + “› ˜

%›

+∑

K

œ

( 39 )

where ˜ corresponds to the vector of economic variables in (38), z is a parameter vector, “ ,

“K , “š and “› are parameter matrices, ∑ K is the Cholesky decomposition of the covariance
matrix ∑ and œ is a vector of multivariate normally distributed error terms with œ ∼ ; 0, Σ .

After computing VAR (4) using R function VAR from R package MTS (Tsay, 2015), the model
was refined by removing insignificant parameters, i.e. by setting all estimates with t-ratio out
of the 90% confidence interval to zero. This allowed us to largely remove the dynamic
dependences in the growth rates. Function refVAR from R package MTS (Tsay, 2015) was used
to perform this. Cross-correlation matrices and the multivariate Ljung-Box statistics for
residuals were checked.
The estimated parameters of the refined VAR (4) model are summarized in table 4.5.
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VAR (4): žŸ =
žŸ

§Ÿ

¨Ÿ
Ÿ

©

¢

+ ¡¢ žŸ%¢ + ¡£ žŸ%£ + ¡¤ žŸ%¤ + ¡¥ žŸ%¥ + ∑

0.000

¡¢ (4x4)

- 0.629

0.788

0.000

0.000

0.000

- 0.381

0.000

- 0.234

0.000

(4x1)

£

¦Ÿ

0.000

¡£ (4x4)

0.000

0.000

0.000

- 2.788

- 1.283

0.000

- 0.444

0.000

- 0.387

0.000

0.000

- 0.339

0.000

0.000

0.428

- 0.346

0.000

0.000

¡¤ (4x4)

0.000

0.261

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

¡¥ (4x4)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.476

- 1.320

1.055

0.000

- 0.343

- 0.942

- 2.449

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.288

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.046

0.000

0.000

- 0.458

1.461

- 0.107

0.039

- 0.000

0.139

0.038

- 0.014

0.168

- 0.002

ª (4x4)

0.023

Table 4.5 - Estimated parameters of refined VAR (4) model (results rounded to 3 decimal
places). Source: author’s calculation.

The estimated refined VAR (4) model was used to forecast the state variables for the next 55
years (equivalent to 220 quarters) with function VARpred from R package MTS (Tsay, 2015).
Finally, we inverted the lagged differences to go back to the original data format. The results
can be seen in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 - Simulated growth rates for HPI, GDP and CPI and of r rates for the next 55 years.
Source: author’s calculation.
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5. A REVERSE MORTGAGE SIMULATOR
Now that we have described a termination model and a VAR model for economic variables, we
will use them to simulate the input variables of a reverse mortgage simulator so that we can
determine the expected present value of lender's net payoff and the expected present value of
the NNEG.
The house prices projections are computed based on 10,000 stochastic paths. These paths
were simulated with function sde.sim from R package sde (Iacus, 2016) and with the logarithm
of the lagged differences of the quarterly house price index from 2008 until 2016. The
mortgage rate estimations were obtained from the previously described VAR (4) model and
the prospective lifetables from the Lee-Carter's termination model, also earlier explained.
We also include a sensitivity analysis to key model assumptions like borrower's age at the
beginning of the contract, initial house price, mortality tables, borrowing ratio, loan to value
ratio (LTV) and interest rate on the loan to better understand the impact of contract settings.
The following simulation results only address LS RM cases. The analysis of other typical
contracts is left for further research.

5.1. BASELINE SCENARIO
In our baseline scenario, we consider a single male borrower aged 75 who lives in Portugal and
with an initial house price of 120,000€13. To finance his expenses he decided to sign a RM
contract. Assuming that the individual will not live beyond 125 years, the maximum contract
duration considered is thus 50 years. It is also assumed that the average time delay from the
point of contract exit until property's sale is 6 months. The lender's borrowing rate is set to
92% because 8% is the standard risk-based capital for mortgages under Basel II (Cho et al.,
2013), and the remaining 8% are financed by lender's capital. Sale's transaction costs are set at
5% because this is the most usual commission rate used by real estate agencies in Portugal
("Quanto custa vender," 2013). LTV is set to 40% as in Cho et al. (2013). We assume a 1% fixed
annual interest rate on the loan, in line with European interest rates at the time and this study
was conducted assuming a continuously compounded house rental dividend yield of 0%.
Baseline scenario results are displayed on table 5.1, panel A. Figure 5.1 shows how the average
house price and the RM accumulated loan balance develop throughout time. If we keep track
on the slope of these two lines we can see that somewhere in time the accumulated loan
balance will cross over the value of the property and that is the point where negative equity
arises. Most of the time, negative equity events are triggered by house price volatility and
even though this is unlikely to happen to LS RM contracts, it is a possibility in extreme
scenarios of real estate market downturns.

13

2

According to section 2, the average useful area is 109 m and the average value from bank evaluation
2
of living quarters in Portugal is 1,111€/m , as reported by Statistics Portugal.
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Figure 5.1 - Average house price and average loan balance for LS RM in the baseline scenario.
Source: author’s calculation.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the expected financing cost for a LS RM contract. As time goes by, these
costs increase in the same way the accumulated loan balance increases, which means the
lender will incur in a loss when the total financing cost of the loan exceeds the property sale
proceeds.

Figure 5.2 - Average financing cost for LS RM in the baseline scenario. Source: author’s
calculation.

Panel A from table 5.1 shows that lender's expected net payoff is positive, as we can observe
in figure 5.3 and higher than the LS payment.

Figure 5.3 - Expected average of present value of the lender's net payoff for LS RM in the
baseline scenario. Source: author’s calculation.
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Payment

«

EPV

248€

0.041%

50,495€

NN

A. Baseline - ¬-® = ¯° ±®²³´, µ¶ = ¢£¶, ¶¶¶€, ¸¹ = ¢¶¶%, » = ¼£%, ½¾¿ = ¥¶%,
³ÀÁ = ¢. ¶¶%
48,000€

B. Sensitivity analysis - initial borrower's age
Age

65

48,000€

589€

0.054%

63,068€

70

48,000€

394€

0.048%

57,630€

80

48,000€

144€

0.034%

42,317€

85

48,000€

75€

0.027%

33,700€

C. Sensitivity analysis - initial house price (µ¶ )
Ã¶

40,000€

16,000€

83€

0.041%

16,832€

80,000€

32,000€

165€

0.041%

33,663€

160,000€

64,000€

330€

0.041%

67,326€

200,000€

80,000€

413€

0.041%

84,158€

D. Sensitivity analysis - mortality improvements (MI)
MI

90%

48,000€

247€

0.038%

49,269€

95%

48,000€

248€

0.040%

49,895€

105%

48,000€

248€

0.042%

51,072€

110%

48,000€

248€

0.043%

51,629€

E. Sensitivity analysis - borrowing ratio (»)
Ä

87.0%

48,000€

248€

0.041%

74,355€

89.5%

48,000€

248€

0.041%

62,425€

94.5%

48,000€

248€

0.041%

38,564€

97.0%

48,000€

248€

0.041%

26,634€

F. Sensitivity analysis - loan to value ratio (LTV)
LTV

30%

36,000€

9€

0.002%

29,337€

35%

42,000€

57€

0.011%

37,076€

45%

54,000€

833€

0.122%

72,106€

50%

60,000€

2,311€

0.305%

99,630€

0.50%

48,000€

248€

0.043%

39,117€

0.75%

48,000€

248€

0.042%

45,634€

1.25%

48,000€

248€

0.040%

53,008€

1.50%

48,000€

248€

0.039%

51,806€

G. Sensitivity analysis - fixed annual interest rate on the loan (³ÀÁ )
©ÅŸ

Table 5.1 - Profitability measures for LS RM payments in the baseline and sensitivity scenarios.
Source: author’s calculation.
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Table 5.1 displays baseline and sensitivity scenarios results. NN represents the expected
present value of the NNEG, the annual insurance premium for the NNEG and EPV is the
expected present value of the lender's net payoff.

5.2. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
5.2.1. Sensitivity to the Initial Age
Test results to the initial borrower's age are provided in panel B from table 5.1. Here we can
see that the payment does not change and that the NN and the NNEG premium decrease
along with the age increase. This happens because as the age increases, the expected loan
duration, i.e., the life expectancy, decreases so the risk of crossover is lower.
EPV develops on the same direction as NN and as the NNEG premium : for later ages, the EPV
is lower. For example, when the initial borrower's age goes from 75 to 80, results show that
the EPV decreases 16%. For lower contract durations there is less time for the property value
to appreciate which results in less profits to the lender and, consequently, in a decrease of the
net payoff while age is raised.

5.2.2. Sensitivity to the Initial House Price
Panel C from table 5.1 showcases the sensitivity results to the initial house price, which is the
value of the property at the moment the contract of RM is signed. We can conclude from them
that as the initial house price increases the payment made to the borrower also increases in
absolute terms, and EPV also increases. However, the NNEG premium does not change
because its calculation does not depend on the house price.

5.2.3. Sensitivity to Mortality Improvements
Mortality rates are the major contributor for RM contract's termination and lower mortality
rates imply an extension of contract's duration and, therefore, in higher accumulated loan
balances.
Longevity risk results are reported in panel D of table 5.1. There we can see that the risk of
non-negative events increases, but at a slow pace. The NNEG premium also evidences low
increases because the payments are spread over the whole contract's duration. High mortality
rates also result in higher EPV because the lending margin has less time to accumulate even
though the property's value does not have it to appreciate.
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5.2.4. Sensitivity to the Borrowing Ratio
The borrowing ratio, also known as leverage ratio, is the percentage of the loan that is
financed by external sources and that is subject to interest rates charges on borrowing, which
means that higher borrowing ratios might lead to greater losses.
Sensitivity results to this ratio displayed in panel E from table 5.1 show that the payment made
to the borrower, the quarterly premium and the NN remain the same because these
calculations do not depend on the borrowing ratio. While the borrowing ratio increases, we
observe a decrease in the EPV.

5.2.5. Sensitivity to the Loan-to-Value Ratio
Considering that higher LTV are typically offered to "older borrowers because the period of
loan accumulation is shorter, which lowers the chances of negative equity" (Cho et al., 2013),
we decided to test the impact of the LTV on profitability.
LTV sensitivity results are reported in table 5.1, panel F. Here we can see that an increase in
LTV, results in the expected increase in the payment made to the borrower. Also, the NN
increases and, therefore, so does the NNEG premium . As the profitability is expected to rise
on larger loan balances, we also observe an increase in EPV. If we take, as an example, the LTV
increase from 40% to 45%, its analysis shows an increase of 235% in the NN, 198% on and
43% on the EPV.

5.2.6. Sensitivity to changes in the Loan Interest Rate
At the time this study was developed, the financial context was of very low rates so a shock of
0.25% has a great impact on the results. Panel G from table 5.1 displays these results.
LS payment and NN calculations are not affected by the fixed annual interest rate on the loan,
but the NNEG premium is: for higher interest rates we have a decrease in the premium rate.
An increase in interest rates, increases the house value appreciation and the accumulated loan
balance, thus increasing the expected payoff and decreasing the premium rate.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this study we analyse the profitability of LS RM loans from provider's perspective. The
pricing framework for simulation incorporates a Lee-Carter's stochastic mortality model to
derive expected longevity improvements of the Portuguese population and a VAR model to
forecast economic variables.
We find that borrower's age at the beginning of the contract, as well as the mortality
improvements, play a very important role on product's profitability. Sensitivity results show
that for younger borrowers the profits are higher for the lender. On the other hand, higher
longevity rates allow property's value to appreciate but also imply higher financing costs for
the lender. Higher LTV represent higher earnings. Sensitivity results to loan interest rate
changes were produced in a financial context of low interest rates, so the model is very
sensitive to shocks on this variable, as mortgages rates and house appreciation do not change
by the same amount. Lower borrowing ratios offer higher profits and more valuable properties
also bring more earnings to the RM providers.
From the lender's perspective, in all tested scenarios, LS RM contracts are expected to be
profitable. Providers would only incur in loss in extreme scenarios, like in a real estate market
collapse. However, lenders should always hold capital to face this risk.
Our results and literature review evidence the importance of providing these kind of financial
products to ageing populations, like the Portuguese one. Both homeowners and investors
would take advantages from this if the market started to develop more quickly. It is important
to highlight that a good financial literacy of the consumers is a key factor for its
commercialization. Governments should also regulate this market for a smooth
implementation of the product.
A future line of work could be the understanding of the impact of borrower's age, gender,
marital status, wealth and home address in the contract's termination. As mentioned before,
the risk of termination can also be triggered by borrower's mobility which can also be
discussed in future studies.
Concerning the models used, it would be interesting to discount the cash flows arising from
the NNEG by using risk-adjusted stochastic discount factors like in Cho et al. (2013).
Regarding profitability analysis, future studies can focus on doing it to fixed income streams
and inflation-indexed income streams payments and compare these results with the here
studied lump sums and with other similar equity release products.
As a final note, the R scripts will be supplied upon request.
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